Global health has made strides in controlling and reducing harm from infectious diseases such as Polio and HIV/AIDS but this focus has not been mirrored in surgical and anesthesia care, especially in many low and middle-income countries (LMICs). In 2010, an estimated 16.9 million lives were lost from conditions that required surgical care and 5 billion people in LMICs lack safe and affordable surgical and anesthesia. Organization of surgical camps can bring skilled physicians to temporarily meet the unmet surgical needs in underserved areas. However, currently there are no government agencies or accrediting bodies existing to assess the scope/impact of short-term surgical camp care or establish standards of care for such services.
Background and Hypothesis: Global health has made strides in controlling and reducing harm from infectious diseases such as Polio and HIV/AIDS but this focus has not been mirrored in surgical and anesthesia care, especially in many low and middle-income countries (LMICs). In 2010, an estimated 16.9 million lives were lost from conditions that required surgical care and 5 billion people in LMICs lack safe and affordable surgical and anesthesia. Organization of surgical camps can bring skilled physicians to temporarily meet the unmet surgical needs in underserved areas. However, currently there are no government agencies or accrediting bodies existing to assess the scope/impact of short-term surgical camp care or establish standards of care for such services.
Experimental Design or Project Methods:
The AMPATH mission of "start with healthcare and then do more to empower communities, educate tomorrow's medical experts and research breakthroughs that will truly change the health of the world" was incorporated into the ethical checklist proposed. The four principlesbeneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy, and justice were used as guidance for the checklist. Conclusion and Potential Impact: By structuring the surgical camp ethical guidelines in a way that first meets a need (pre-operative evaluation and surgery), links people with care (follow-up) and then goes beyond care (research and education), AMPATH Surgery can continue to build upon the already existing relationships with stakeholders while improving outcomes and population health. The authors' hope that similar ethical guidelines be enforced in future surgical camp activities in other organizations.
